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ABSTRACT
Contemporary criticism often describes realist paintings as
facsimiles of our world, mimetic copies of a shared reality.
Cast as a singular approach to painting that, with practice,
any artist may adopt, realism is seen as an easy way out, which
has been superseded by more complicated, advanced, and
abstract visual languages. It is in this context that describing a
painting as “realistic” becomes a backhanded compliment—
recognition of acquired skill, but a jab to creativity—and all
the more of a slight given the value that contemporary art has
placed on de-skilling.
These blanket statements around realism misrepresent
the tradition, diminishing its complexities and its power.
Realism is not monolithic. Rather, different realisms are
identifiable throughout art history and new modes continue
to evolve today. They are united in so far as they are all lenses
with which to experience a relatable world, but each lens is
unique to the painter who forges it. This written compendium
to my thesis work seeks to describe my particular lens.
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Image 2 Still Life, Luis Meléndez, oil on canvas, 41" × 62," 1772
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INTRODUCTION
For realist painters, the world is not a coloring book to be
filled in. Yet contemporary criticism too often assumes that
this is the case—that, to echo the heart of Linda Nochlin’s
Realism (Style and Civilization), “realism is a ‘styleless’ or
transparent style, a mere simulacrum or mirror image of
visual reality.”1 Realism is not mimetic, but rather a mode
of interpreting a shared reality, and so it follows that many
different ‘realisms’ have emerged over time, each unique to an
individual painter’s practice.
I first recognized realism’s complexity at a retrospective
of work by the eighteenth-century Spanish painter Luis
Meléndez that traveled to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston in
2010. I saw the exhibition while a tour was underway, and so
I overheard the museum guide repeatedly praise Meléndez’s
‘realism.’ Each painting in the show represented recognizable
objects that were rendered volumetrically, lit by consistent
lighting conditions, and situated in linear perspective. Yet,
organic forms seemed to be made out of plastic, space felt
unnaturally compressed, and compositions were artificially
constructed. No matter what conventions they appeared to
follow, Meléndez’s paintings struck me as decidedly unreal.
1 Linda Nochlin, Realism (Style and Civilization) (London: Penguin
Books, 1990), Kindle, Loc. 126-134.
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According to Nochlin, “all forms of realism are marked
by a desire for verisimilitude of one kind or another.”2 When
a painter appears to share this goal, but does not reach it, as
is the case with Meléndez, a new kind of painting is born—
one that is hinged on our reality rather than extracted from
it. A painting that achieves verisimilitude, on the other hand,
stings you with its believability—as if to declare: this thing
exists, this is what it looks like, and now you have no choice
but to see it. Now you have no choice but to feel it.
The search for a painting that has such power preoccupies
my studio practice. What follows is an attempt to describe
this search. First, I define the different kinds of verisimilitude
that come into play in my painting, drawing connections to
historical and contemporary painters who have influenced the
way I conceive of realism.3 I then consider why I am invested
in this practice. Realist painting, I argue, is of particular
urgency given the turmoil of today’s socio-political climate.
There are experiences that need to be seen and felt, now more
than ever.

2 Nochlin, Loc. 695.
3 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to survey the trajectory that realist
painting has taken over time, and so my contextualization is not historically
sequential and limited to some of the painters whom I think about most
often.
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IMAGE MAKING
The verisimilitude of a painting is contingent on whether it
suggests its subject’s physical and emotional likeness. For a
painting to be lifelike in both of these ways, its image must
be deeply specific. As Nochlin puts it, a realist painting must
“clarify particularities and specify nuances that [can more
casually be indicated] by opaque generalizations and vague
clichés.”4 Attention to detail, in other words, is “what nails its
productions down so firmly to a specific time and a specific
place, and anchors realist works to a concrete rather than an
ideal or poetic reality.”5
With Polka Dotted Dress (Image 3), Catherine Murphy
ensures that specificities are not overlooked or generalized.
The painting captures every slight detail of a dress draped over
a bed. Murphy depicts the dress at a larger-than-life scale,
floods it with uniform lighting, and shifts the perspective to
an unusual angle. These choices position the viewer inches
away from the bed, at eye-level, and thereby in an unusual
relationship to the subject. Without these particularities, I
could easily feel detached from Murphy’s world. Instead, she
immerses me in it.

4
5

Ibid., Loc. 485.
Ibid., Loc. 2139.
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(Top) Image 3 Polka Dotted Dress, Catherine Murphy, oil on canvas, 52" x 52," 2009
(Bottom) Image 4 Self-Portrait, Rembrandt, oil on canvas, 32" x 27," 1660
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These kinds of details, however, do not belong in all
paintings. In his Self-Portrait (Image 4) from 1660, for example,
Rembrandt builds the particularities of his physiognomy into
the painting’s surface. With subtle shifts, he describes how
his skin fluctuates from undertones of yellow to pink to blue,
is both translucent and opaque, and at once tightly stretches
and loosely falls across his face. The result is a painting of the
artist’s countenance—a painting of a unique individual.
Even in a painting that does not describe our reality, such
as Caravaggio’s Madonna di Loreto (Image 5), specificity can
ground the work in a lived experience. Here, two peasants,
who have taken a pilgrimage to see Mary, are depicted with
their feet caked in dirt. The inclusion of this detail, a natural

Image 5 Madonna di Loreto, Caravaggio, oil on canvas, 100" × 59," 1604-06
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artifact of the two men’s journey, renders the otherwise
unearthly scene relatable.
The details of a painting’s image give the work its ability
to both tell a story and to express. This comes as no surprise,
as form and content in painting are always intimately tied.
Murphy’s dress feels psychologically unsettling; Rembrandt
describes himself with a worn, intense demeanor; and
Caravaggio’s pilgrims suggest their arduous path to the altar.
In my work, I seek images that share such a heightened
level of specificity by carefully selecting and composing my
subjects. For Chill (Image 6), I splayed Easter eggs toward
the corner of a tile countertop. Each part of the image has a
unique material quality: plastic eggs, ceramic tiles, and vinyl
wallpaper. The perspective of the painting is also particular—
to see a counter at this angle, one must stand at the height of
the countertop with their chin almost touching the tiles. It is
through these particularities that I hope to locate the painting
as a child’s view into a space that is typical of 1970s interior
design.
As I composed Chill, I chose eggs and an environment
that felt to me so overwhelmingly hot that together they were
almost painful to look at. The overhead lighting, on the other
hand, was cold. Through the onslaught of warmth and its
tension with the light source, as well as the general disarray—
of the eggs, spilt water, stained walls—I intended to imbue
the space with conflict. This corner, in other words, is not a
comfortable one. Given the eggs, which are common relics
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Image 6 Chill, oil on wood, 24" x 24," 2017

Image 7 Wake, oil on wood, 16" x 20," 2017
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from a young child’s party, and the painting’s vantage point,
it is safe to assume that a child is caught in a fraught space.
Wake (Image 7) represents a woman lying in bed in the
dark. Scarce information befits the situation, and so I chose
to hint at the setting through the suggestion of bed sheets
and a cast of purple light. Information may be emptied out,
but this does not forsake specificity, as I look to recreate the
experience of attempting to focus during the time of night
when nothing is clearly visible, and yet—with close enough
proximity and the ambient glow of streetlamps—it is possible
to just barely decipher another person in the room. As in
Chill, here too I seek to depict my subject from a particular
vantage point, in this case hovering inches away from the
figure’s face. With her challenging gaze and blotchy, flushed
complexion, I hope to suggest that this distance is startling
and too close for comfort.
While details may situate a painting with respect
to a particular perspective, at a particular time, and in a
particular location, I am equally interested in another kind
of detail that an image may bear: details that are deemed
unnecessary. Nochlin considers the difference between these
types of details by drawing attention to Courbet’s Portrait
of PJ Proudhon (Image 8). In this painting, certain details
describe Proudhon’s character—his rolled up sleeves reveal
his “humble artist origins” or the surrounding books point to
“his approval of universal literacy”—but others, like his shoes,
do not.6
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Image 8 Portrait of P.J. Proudhon, Gustave Courbet, oil on canvas 58" x 78," 1865

In The Rustle of Language, Roland Barthes reflects on
the role that seemingly meaningless details play in literature.
He asks: “Is everything in narrative significant? And if not,
if insignificant stretches subsist in the narrative syntagm,
what is ultimately, so to speak, the significance of this
insignificance?”7 Barthes pulls his first example of extraneous
detail from Flaubert’s description of “an old piano supported

6 Ibid., 2139.
7 Roland Barthes, The Rustle of Language, trans. Richard Howard
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 143.
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under a barometer, a pyramidal heap of boxes and cartons.”8
Parts of this description are telling—the piano signifies the
owner’s social standing and the boxes suggest that the house
is in a state of disorder—but the inclusion of the barometer,
Barthes posits, does nothing to flesh out the narrative.9 The
barometer exists solely to ground the story in our reality, not to
propel the plot forward. There is a barometer, in other words,
simply because houses have barometers. Courbet’s attention
to Proudhon’s shoes serves a similar purpose. In both cases,
we are presented with a world that is true to life, and it is the
inclusion of details that are not narratively essential that give
the work what Barthes calls ‘the reality effect.’
I have become increasingly sensitive to the role that
seemingly insignificant details can play in my paintings. As a
result, I aim to not overlook details that happen to exist in the
subjects I observe, be that a single tile that is set ajar, the offset
print of silkscreened wallpaper, the wrinkled inner paper
lining of a photo album, or the glue that attaches a window
pane to glass.10 No one of these details is imperative to the
work, but by drawing attention to these moments, I hope to
build a more lifelike world in my paintings.

8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., 144.
10 Respective reference to ‘unnecessary details’ found in maquettes on
which Chill, Christmas Eve (Image 9), Surrogates (Image 10), and Closure
(Image 11) are based.
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Image 9 Christmas Eve, oil on wood, 24" x 24," 2017
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Image 10 Surrogates, oil on wood, 24" x 24," 2017

Image 11 Closure, oil on wood, 20" x 24," 2017
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THE PROLONGED STARE
The verisimilitude of a realist painting may at first suggest
a level of objectivity. Of course, no work can be objective.
According to Nochlin, “even in photography, which comes
closer to fulfilling the demand for ‘transparency,’ the
photographer’s choice of viewpoint, length of exposure, size
of focal opening and so on, intervene between the object and
the image printed on the paper.”11 A photographer’s concerns
are related to how realist painters carefully consider lighting,
perspective, and points of focus when composing their
images. Neither practice, in this light, is without subjectivity.
In other respects, realist painting and photography are
two very different endeavors. Fundamentally, a photograph
is taken with the click of a shutter, whereas a painting is a
collection of marks built up overtime. Nonetheless, I am not
surprised that, when presented with a realist painting, our
first thought is to relate it to a photograph. This is because,
as Susan Sontag argues in On Photography, “instead of just
recording reality, photographs have become the norm for the
way things appear to us, thereby changing the very idea of
reality, and of realism.”12 Photography may have co-opted our

11 Nochlin, 141.
12 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Picador, 1977), 87.
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reality, but that does not mean that the two are one and the
same.
In fact, realist paintings are far removed from
photographs. A realist painting has the potential to compress
the way the eye sees—a slow pan across a room, a prolonged
stare, peripheral vision—into a surface, while a photograph
freezes an indexical moment into a flattened, rectangular
frame. This is the difference between glancing at an object,
a person, or a place and gazing at it. More like a video than
a photograph, a realist painting can gaze. By this, I mean
not to allude to Lacanian psychoanalysis, but rather to draw
attention to how realist paintings can capture the experience
of spending time with a subject. Realizing this ‘gaze’ is another

Image 12 X, Josephine Halvorson, oil on linen, 27" × 18," 2017
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Image 13 Target, Catherine Murphy, oil on acnvas, 48" x 48," 1993

way that a painting can achieve verisimilitude. Without it,
a painting, no matter its details, is no longer hinged on its
believability.
When I consider the ways that realist paintings can gaze,
I often look to the practices of Josephine Halvorson and
Catherine Murphy. Both painters deal with the experience
of deeply observing a subject up close. Halvorson works
on each of her paintings on site, in a single day, meaning
that her gestural, defined marks track the changes in light,
temperature, and mood that occur in that constricted period
of time. Murphy lies on the other end of the spectrum. Because
she spends years on each painting, she constructs set-ups in
her studio and either controls her lighting or returns to her
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canvas at a consistent time of day. According to Murphy, her
goal is to mimic the experience of an ophthalmological exam,
when the doctor “[revolves] the machine, and it’s like, ‘Oh
yeah, those are the glasses I need.’”13 The effect is that of an
eye moving inch-by-inch across the subject, drawing focus at
every possible point along the way. Up close, it is important
to note, her paintings are not as clear as they appear from afar,
but rather a testament to a heavy, tactile buildup of paint that
accrues throughout her process.
I tend toward Murphy’s side of this scale, and, in
my paintings, I assume a prolonged stare, looking for an
overwhelming sense of clarity. When I work from photographs,
however, I do not reach this clarity in a nuanced, considered
way. Because I am not spending time with my subjects, I base
my painting on the way my reference flattens, freezes, and
distorts. The photographs, in other words, dictate decisions
for the painting. Instead, I want to make those decisions for
myself as I work. Reacting to my subjects face-to-face has
become an exciting way to do so.
Most recently, I have staged objects in environments to
paint in my studio. In each of these paintings, I have been able
to capture my perspective in a particular space, rather than
defaulting to photographic distortions and compressions.

13 Catherine Murphy, interview by Jennifer Samet, Beer with a Painter,
August 2, 2014.
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Image 14 Primary Caretakers, oil on wood, 24" x 18," 2018

Working from life has also shifted my paint handling.
Primary Caretakers (Image 14), for example, is based on a
simple maquette: a newspaper clipping, which pictures John
and Jackie Kennedy shortly before his assassination, taped
to a wall. The tenuous hold of the tape and the photograph’s
faded nature reflect the socio-political trauma that is to come.
Like good writing, I want my painting to show and not tell
this reality, and so I gently scumbled in the photograph as a
nod to this fragile state. Had I used a photograph of this setup
as a reference instead, I would not have been able to react
to it with the same degree of sensitivity as I did by directly
engaging with the subject over time.
Chill’s gaze is also the prolonged stare, and I want every
part of the painting to be clearly articulated with sensitivity to
the specific material at hand. Because the eggs are made of such
thin plastic, they must appear almost weightless. The tiles, by
contrast, are heavy, and yet they must disappear into the role
of a mirror—a reflective surface that replicates the wallpaper.
While the painting is almost entirely in focus, the touch is not
uniform, meaning that marks—opaque and transparent, cool
and warm, fast and slow—are pressed up against one another
in attempt to both echo the various surfaces in the painting
and the tense nature of the moment. It is thus not only the
inclusion of details in a painting’s image that ties the work to
our reality, both physically and emotionally, but also the ways
the subjects are seen.
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EMOTIONAL REALISM
As we have seen, verisimilitude—of both a painting’s image
and, as I have termed it, its gaze—is not only concerned
with capturing a subject’s likeness, but also with what that
subject feels like. When I think about a painting’s emotive
potential, however, I not only turn to traditions of realism,
but also to painters who are, to varying extents, unconcerned
with rendering an image that feels convincingly lifelike. This
is because many painters who move me—from Rothko to
Goya to Nicole Eisenman—make work with different goals
in mind. Their paintings feel emotionally real, even if their
mode of making is detached from observation.
According to Nochlin, Courbet’s The Stone Breakers
(Image 15), was contemporaneously criticized for its “lack
of feeling, or inability to comprehend, or at least to create,
a pictorial equivalent for the moral and psychological
implications of a chillingly brutal subject, as had Goya in
his Third of May”14 (Image 16). For Courbet, she explains,
“it is no longer a question […] of figures expressing some
idea or emotion about manual labor, but of figures which are
themselves formal equivalents of certain qualities inherent in

14 Nochlin, Loc. 332.
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(Top) Image 15 The Stone Breakers, Gustave Courbet, oil on canvas, 65" x 101," 1849

(Bottom) Image 16 The Third of May, Francisco Goya, oil on canvas, 106" x 116," 1814
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manual laborers: awkwardness, stiffness, taciturnity.”15 There
is something both gained and lost when realism goes from
the “the eternal inhumanity of man to man” to a “documented
historical event”—that is, from Goya to Courbet—and in my
practice, I do not want to settle for what is lost.16

Image 17 Large Interior, Édouard Vuillard, oil on canvas, 35" x 76," 1897

In Vuillard, I find much to gain. His paintings, curator
Elizabeth Easton posits, are not “focused on the features
or even the psyche of his subject, but rather on the figure’s
absorption into her environment, using color and form
as metaphors for that relationship.”17 Vuillard’s world is

15 Ibid., Loc. 1543.
16 Ibid., Loc.339
17 Elizabeth Wynne Easton, The Intimate Interiors of Edouard Vuillard
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989), 34.
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one of the most intimate that I have encountered, and it is
precisely by blending figures into their patterned clothing and
surroundings, by leaving areas of his surface untouched, by
distorting spatial depth, and by moving away from local color
that the work is so felt. These choices are dictated by the tone
of each painting—of what its emotional tenor necessitates—
and, in this way, deviate from the source.
I often look to Degas’ Interior (Image 18) as a painting
that powerfully fuses decisions based on observation with
those that are divorced from reality. Much of the painting’s
image is true to life and particular to the situation: the
recession into space, the various different surface textures
and patterns, the clothing candidly strewn across the room,
the way that detail is lost in the muted light. At the same time,
truth is distorted—as we find, for example, that the palette
is limited and the man’s height, unbelievable tall. But these
choices do not strike me as unreal. The color sensibility feels
like a believable artifact of the lighting conditions, and the
man’s distorted stature so naturally befits the power dynamic
between him and the woman in the room, that it hardly draws
my attention. Both of these formal qualities are determined
by the painting’s psychology, yet together they melt into the
world in a way that somehow feels true to life.
Increasingly, I feel moved to search for an emotional
realism that is not observable, but is instead felt. In Chill, for
example, colors subtly shift to become warmer, brighter, and
even more difficult to stare at than in the maquette that I used as
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Image 18 Interior, Edgar Degas, oil on canvas, 32" × 45," 1868-69

reference. Other work, however, is more severely impacted by
realities that are not physically visible. In Primary Caretakers,
I wanted to create a semblance between the impermanence of
the newspaper clipping and the uncertainty that consumes the
surrounding space, and so it is important that the photograph
and wallpaper are rendered with a similar touch. Edges start
to bleed and a cool, gray cast occludes 8:46 AM (Image 19),
as if there is little air left in painting. This effect is smokelike, drawing a connection between the atmosphere of the
classroom and footage on the TV screen.
My current studio practice is consumed by the question
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of how to reconcile decisions that are informed by observation
with those that are shaped by a subject’s emotional sensibility.
Fidelity to both of these truths, whether they deviate or
converge, is crucial to me, and I look to not let either go.
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Image 19 8:46 AM, oil on wood, 14" x 18," 2017
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IL FAUT ÊTRE DE MON TEMPS
Thus far, we have seen three different layers of a painting’s
verisimilitude: its image, its gaze, and its emotional weight.
With these facets in mind, I will now turn to the ways that a
painting’s subject matter is also tied to its believability.
Across the board—from Rembrandt’s Self-Portrait to
Courbet’s The Stone-Breakers—realist painters use their
surroundings as reference. The attempt to accurately capture
contemporaneity has historically been attached to a sociopolitical agenda, whereby a painter looks to draw attention to
everyday conditions that are rarely front and center. This goal
triggers the realist painter’s commitment to telling “the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.”18 According to
Nochlin, “never before had the qualities of […] truthfulness
been asserted so forcefully.”19 In these ways, an anthem
emerges for a realist painter: “il faut être de son temps.”20 It
must be of their times.
The traditions of realism I turn to, however, have long
excluded issues that are pressing to me. In western painting,
realism has historically neglected women’s perspectives and
narrowly represented their bodies. The painters I look at from
18 Ibid., Loc. 406.
19 Ibid., Loc. 427.
20 Nochlin, Loc. 258.
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the past, in other words, are largely unconcerned with my
concerns as a woman. I not only feel compelled to challenge
this tradition, but I also realize that there are parallels to the
ways women are viewed in the contemporary socio-political
landscape. With a president who has brought hate, bigotry,
and intolerance to the forefront of mainstream politics, the
erasure and misrepresentation that is endemic to art history
is upsettingly entwined with the reality that surrounds me.
Since the 1960s, feminist art practices have sought to
insert women into the visual landscape. My work is indebted

Image 20 Me Without Mirrors, Joan Semmel, oil on canvas, 50" x 68," 1974
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to painters, like Joan Semmel, Betty Tompkins, and Sylvia
Sleigh, who found a home for women’s voices in realist
painting. In today’s world, such exposition feels pressing,
and I look to follow their lineage. My work prescribes to the
feminist mantra of ‘the personal is political,’ which is rooted
in the idea that “individual experience [is] not so individual
after all.”21 By representing first-hand experiences, either my
own or those that have been shared with me, I aim to speak to
larger, collective realities. Il faut être de mon temps.
It is important to note that this slogan can easily become
a sweeping claim about all women’s experiences. For personal
narratives to have a place in larger political agendas, they
must not neglect how systems of oppression, besides sexism,
mediate women’s experiences. This is yet another reason
why specificity is so important to me when I construct my
paintings, as locating particular details is integral to avoiding
overgeneralization.
‘The personal is political’ finds a compatriot in oral
history. According to Mary Stuart, “oral history and feminism
have followed similar paths,” as they are both “born out of
a concern to uncover and recover different pasts to the
traditional cultural narratives.”22 Oral history is a realm
21 Diana Mulinari and Kerstin Sandell, “Exploring the Notion of Experience
in Feminist Thought, Acta Sociologica, Vol. 42, No. 4 (1999), 288.
22 Mary Stuart, “You're a Big Girl Now: Subjectivities, Feminism and Oral
History,” Oral History, Vol. 22, No. 2 (1994), 56.
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where women’s stories can finally be told.23 The realism I
have described enables me to create visual records of oral
histories—to make otherwise unseen experiences visible—
and to do so with undeniable believability.
In the paintings I have discussed, I am interested in
experiences that are so deeply interior that no one gets to
see them, as well as experiences that are, in some way public,
but that those who bear witness choose not to see. These
experiences, as we have seen, often appear banal—Easter eggs
on a counter, a woman lying awake in bed—when in fact they
hold deep social and political significance, stemming from
experiences of domesticity, violence, and trauma.
Much of my recent work pulls from personal experiences,
as well as conversations I have had with other women, around
the extremes that women are socially expected to fill. For
example, women may either decide to prioritize their work
over their family or to dedicate themselves to their domestic
life instead of their professional life; they may define their
sexual experiences by black-and-white structures of ‘yes
means yes’ or ‘no means no.’ In reality, there is a whole host
of slippery circumstances that reside between these kinds of
binaries. It is my hope that, through painting, I can give life
to these gray areas, and so I focus on women, objects, and
environments that breed a sense of dissonant psychologies,

23 Ibid.
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including being at once in control and powerless, determined
and resigned, and loving and intolerant.
These ideas are particularly resonant in the current
political climate. The 2016 election saw the potential of
our first female president, only to reveal Hillary Clinton
destructively criticized based on her character. If she aligned
with traditional ideas of femininity, she was deemed weak,
too emotional, a pushover. And if her character shifted to
a more stereotypical male agenda, she was firm, tense, and,
most famously, “nasty.” The commentary was detrimental to
her campaign, and also indicative of what happens when a
woman wears many hats. Considering the complicated roles
that a woman can—and should feel empowered to—embody
has become particularly urgent in my studio.
In other ways, my painting can contribute to uplifting
contemporary trajectories. I feel heartened that in the time
since I have made paintings like Wake and Closure, the “Me
Too” movement has erupted, in which women are openly
disclosing stories of sexual harassment and assault. It is
moving to witness a change in climate around me. Narratives
are being shared that, until recently, had been kept private,
and I aim for my work to add to this momentum moving
forward.

34
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Image 21 Supper, oil on wood, 8" x 8," 2017

CONCLUSION
In my painting, realism is a means of attending to social
concerns about which I care deeply. An unresolved part of my
goal as a painter, however, involves working from experiences
that are of my time, but to which I am a distant witness.
Violent images—such as those of mass shootings and police
brutality—inundate inundate the media in their aftermath,
but fade with time. They become unseen because much of the
public pushes them aside, but they are images that I cannot
unsee. While I have been able to reconstruct oral histories to
work from, I cannot do the same with these images. I am left
asking how I can represent experiences from which I am far
removed.
Much like my desire to reconcile emotional realism
with a certain level of fidelity to my subjects, this question
is unresolved. For now, both issues marinate in my studio,
propelling my practice forward. As I search for answers, I turn
once more to Catherine Murphy, who asks us, “Do you want
to be a representational painter so that you continue the
tradition of a certain kind of seeing and framing because it’s
comforting? Or do you want people to look at a painting so
that they see again?”24 That is the goal—to see again. And I
will keep pushing for it.

24 Murphy, interview by Samet, 2014.
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Image 22 Monday Morning, oil on canvas, 64" x 54," 2018
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